Introduction
In this paper we will investigate the asymptotic behaviour of solutions of certain forms of m-th order linear difference equations. Motivated by the work of Trench [4] on differential equations we will give some conditions under which the equation where p\,..., p m , f : N -* R has a solution xq behaving for a sufficiently large n like a given polynomial q of degree < m. Let us use the following notations: x n = x(n),R := (-oo,oo),i2 + := (0, oo),N := {no, no + 1,...}, where no is a given nonnegative integer. For a function x : N -» R, we define the difference operator A' as follows m (1) Mx n = J2Pk,nA m~k x n . fc=1 Hence, the equation (E) can be rewritten in the form (2) A m x n + Mx n = f n . Now, we introduce the new unknown h defined by the formula 
The proof of this Lemma is in section 3. At first we must prove that the sequences (20) and (21) are convergent. In accordance with (1), one can write
In the following, let j > n > no > m -1. From (18) we get TO -1
T=0
Hence, for each r = 0,1,..., m -1, we have < ||A||. Talcing r = m -k, we obtain jm-l^m-k^ < $ j jk-i t I < k < m.
From the above inequality and from monotonicity of $ we get oo oo
and, by virtue of (15), we have the convergence of the series on the left-hand side of (24). Let us consider the series on the right-hand side of (23 is convergent. Furthermore, the equality
holds. The convergence of the series (21) follows from Lemma for u = g. Noting 
Moreover, if in (14) we change "0" with ,,o", then from Lemma it follows (29)
A r sn = o(3> n n -r ), 0 < r < m -1.
But ho = s + Lho, so, by means of (28) and (29), it follows that (17) can be replaced by A r hn = o(<f n n -r ). (m -1 -r)! for j > n and 0 < r < m -1.
The series + ra -1 -n -r)( m 1 can be written in the form oo (34)
The series on the left-hand side of (34) is convergent; hence, that on the right-hand side is convergent, too.
Applying (32), we can write (34) in the form
Further, applying the formula for summing by parts, we get 
1-4 J/1 Qj+1>
And again, because the series on the left-hand side is convergent, so that on the right-hand side of (35) 
Since the sequence {|Qn|}£L" 0 is bounded from above (see (33)) by a nonincreasing (see (8)) sequence {$n6n}, we have \Qj\ < Qn$n and |Qj+i| < Qj+i$j+i < Qn$n for j > n. The sequence {ni^-m+i+n+ri 1 -is non " decreasing positive and bounded from above by 1. Furthermore {n~r}^_ no is a positive nonincreasing sequence for 0 < r < m -1, so we get
< n T $ n Qn 
